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Random hanges of ow topology in two dimensional and geophysial turbulene
Freddy Bouhet
∗
and Eri Simonnet
INLN, CNRS, UNSA, 1361 route des luioles, 06 560 Valbonne, Frane
We study the two dimensional (2D) stohasti Navier Stokes (SNS) equations in the inertial limit
of weak foring and dissipation. The stationary measure is onentrated lose to steady solutions of
the 2D Euler equation. For suh inertial ows, we prove that bifurations in the ow topology our
either by hanging the domain shape, the nonlinearity of the vortiity-stream funtion relation,
or the energy. Assoiated to this, we observe in SNS bistable behavior with random hanges from
dipoles to unidiretional ows. The theoretial explanation being very general, we infer the existene
of similar phenomena in experiments and in models of geophysial ows.
PACS numbers: 47.27.-i, 47.27.E-, 92.60.hk, 05.40.Ca
The largest sales of turbulent ows are at the heart of
a number of geophysial proesses : limate, meteorology,
oean dynamis, the Earth magneti eld. The Earth
is aeted on a very large range of time sales, up to
millennia, by the struture and variability of these ows.
Many of these undergo extreme and abrupt qualitative
hanges, seemingly randomly, after very long period of
apparent stability. This ours for instane for magneti
eld reversal for the Earth or in MHD experiments [1℄,
for 3D ows [2℄, for multiple equilibria of atmospheri
ows [3℄, for 2D turbulene experiments [4, 5℄ and for
the paths of the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream urrents [6℄.
Understanding these phenomena requires a statistial
desription of the largest sales of turbulent ows. Very
few theoretial approahes exists due to the prohibitively
huge number of degrees of freedom involved. Fruitful
hints may be drawn from qualitative analogies with bista-
bility in system with few degrees of freedom perturbed
by noise [7℄. However the range of validity of this ap-
proah remains a tough sienti issue, beause of the
omplexity of turbulent ows. What is the good theoret-
ial framework for suh phenomena ? In the following,
we argue that 2D turbulene, beause of its relative theo-
retial simpliity, is a very interesting framework in order
to address suh an issue.
In this letter we predit and prove the existene of ran-
dom swithes from dipoles to unidiretional ows (see Fig
1), in the 2D Navier Stokes Eq. with random fore (SNS).
Similar random hanges have already been observed in
rotating tank experiments for quasi-geostrophi dynam-
is [3℄. Following analogous theoretial onsiderations as
for SNS Eq., we infer that suh hanges will generially
our within a large lass of models like quasi-geostrophi
(QG) or shallow-water (SW) models that desribe atmo-
spheri [3℄, and oeani [6℄ large sales. The reipe we
propose is to exhibit bifuration lines representing abrupt
hange in steady solutions in the inertial limit and then
look for the orresponding transitions in real ows.
Geophysial and 2D invisid ows are haraterized
by the onservation of energy and an innite number of
quantities (Casimirs), suh as enstrophy. This property
prevents diret energy asade towards the small sales,
Figure 1: Time series and probability density funtions
(PDFs) for the order parameter z1 (see page 4) illustrating
random hanges between dipoles and unidiretional ows.
by ontrast with 3D turbulene. Then, the rst phe-
nomenon is an inverse energy asade towards the large
sales and a diret enstrophy asade. Kraihnan lassi-
al theory [8℄ studies the self-similar proesses assoiated
with these two asades (see the reent spetaular dis-
overy of onformal invariane onsequenes for the in-
verse asade [9℄). The seond phenomenon, the self orga-
nization of the ow into jets and vorties, ours if energy
is not dissipated before reahing the largest sale. Then
oherent strutures break the self-similarity so that their
study annot be properly addressed using Kraihnan the-
ory [8℄. A seond lassial theory, the so-alled Robert-
Sommeria-Miller (RSM) equilibrium statistial mehan-
is [10℄, predits the self-organized strutures for invis-
id deaying turbulene. However, this invisid theory
does not take into aount the long-term eets of for-
ing and dissipation as well as the slow dynamis of the
ow. Therefore, random hanges of ow topologies an-
not be explained by these two lassial theories.
As an alternative theoretial approah, we study sta-
tistially stationary states of SNS Eq. Note that a self-
similar growth of a dipole has been studied in [11℄ em-
phasizing transient growths: both approahes omple-
ment eah other. SNS Eq. on a doubly-periodi domain
D = (0; 2piδ)× (0; 2pi) reads
∂ω
∂t
+v·∇ω = −αω+ν∆ω+
√
ση, v = ez×∇ψ, ω = ∆ψ, (1)
where ω, v and ψ are respetively the vortiity, ve-
2loity and stream funtion ; α is the Rayleigh fri-
tion oeient and ν the visosity. The fore url is
η =
∑
k
fkηk (t) exp(ik.x)/ (2pi), with {ηk} independent
Gaussian white noises : 〈ηk (t) ηk′ (t′)〉 = δkk′δ(t − t′).
We impose B0 ≡
∑
k
|fk|2 / |k|2 = 1 so that σ is the
average energy injetion rate.
Euler Eq. (α = ν = σ = 0) onserve the kineti energy
E and vortiity moments Ωn (Ω2 is the enstrophy)
E =
1
2
∫
D
d2xv2 and Ωn =
∫
D
d2xωn. (2)
Appliation of Ito formula to the energy, and averaging
over the noise, leads to d 〈E〉 /dt = −2α 〈E〉+σ−ν 〈Ω2〉.
If 〈.〉S denotes averages over the stationary measure, we
have 2α 〈E〉S+ν 〈Ω2〉S = σ. It expresses the balane be-
tween energy injetion and energy dissipation. Clearly,
for ows with energeti large sales, Rayleigh frition
dominates dissipation 2α 〈E〉S ≫ ν 〈Ω2〉S (mathemati-
ally we onsider the limit ν → 0 for xed α and assume
ν 〈Ω2〉S → 0). It is natural to x the average energy
to be of order 1 by using a typial turnover time as a
new time unit. Putting t′ =
√
σ/(2α)t, ω′ =
√
2α/σω,
α′=(2α)3/2 /(2σ1/2) and ν′ = ν (2α/σ)1/2 and dropping
the primes, the dimensionless Eq. are
∂ω
∂t
+ v ·∇ ω = −αω + ν∆ω +
√
2αη. (3)
The energy balane now reads 〈E〉S+(ν/2α) 〈Ω2〉S = 1.
In these dimensionless unit the Reynolds number is 1/ν
and the Rayleigh number is Rα = O (v ·∇ ω/αω) = 1/α
(arresting the inverse asade before energy reahes the
largest sale would requires α > 1). For most geophysial
ows and experiments the ase of weak foring and dissi-
pation is the most relevant one. We thus study the iner-
tial limit α≪ 1 (more preisely the limit limα→0 limν→0).
Without Rayleigh frition (α = 0), the previous dis-
ussion is meaningless and the balane relation beomes
2ν 〈Ω2〉S = σ. By a natural time unit hange, we an x〈Ω2〉S = 1. The nondimensional equation is then
∂ω
∂t
+ v ·∇ ω = ν∆ω +
√
2νη. (4)
From a physial point of view, this last model is less
relevant than (3) but is still very interesting from an
aademi point of view. A series of reent works has
proved the existene of invariant measures, validity of
the law of large numbers, entral limit theorems, ergod-
iity and some properties of stationary measures in the
inertial limit ν → 0, balane relations (see [12℄ and refer-
enes therein). All following onsiderations are relevant
for both models (3,4), in their respetive inertial limits.
We know sine deades from real [13℄ or numerial
[5, 14℄ experiments, that for times large ompared to
the turnover time but small ompared to the dissipation
time, the largest sales of 2D Navier-Stokes turbulent
ows onverge towards steady solutions of Euler Eq. :
v ·∇ ω = 0 or equivalently ω = f (ψ) . (5)
It appears to be true as well for the Euler Eq. For in-
stane, RSM theory predits f from given initial ondi-
tions. Given this empirial evidene, it is thus extremely
natural to expet that in the inertial limit, measures for
SNS are onentrated near steady Euler ows. We show
numerial evidenes of this fat in the following.
The ensemble of steady Euler ows is huge, as it is
parametrized by the funtion f . It will be proven that
when either f or the domain shape is hanged, bifura-
tions may our. Suh abrupt transitions lead to strong
qualitative hanges in the ow topology. In this riti-
al regime and under the ation of a small random fore
in SNS, the system swithes randomly from one type of
topology to another. In the following, we show that this
senario is valid.
We study a bifuration diagram for stable steady Euler
solutions, by onsidering
S(E) = sup
ω
{S[ω] =
∫
D
d2x s(ω) | E(ω) = E}, (6)
where S(E) is the equilibrium entropy, S the entropy of
ω ; the spei entropy s(ω) = −ω2/2+∑ n≥2a2n/2nω2n
is onave assuming s even for simpliity. Critial points
of (6) verify ω = f(ψ) = (s′)
−1
(−βψ), where β is the
Lagrange multiplier assoiated with energy onservation.
They are thus steady Euler ows, satisfying (5), and the
knowledge of f or s are equivalent. From Arnold's the-
orems [15℄ or its generalization, maxima of (6) are dy-
namially stable. One an also prove that any solutions
for (6) are RSM equilibria [16℄. Even if it seems appeal-
ing, there are no lear theoretial arguments for giving
a thermodynamial interpretation to (6) in the SNS out-
of-equilibrium ontext. We thus onsider (6) only as a
pratial way to desribe ensembles of stable steady Eu-
ler solutions.
Dipoles and unidiretional ows (bars) have been ob-
tained numerially [17℄ as entropy maxima for 2D Euler
Eq. with periodi boundary onditions, assuming sinh,
tanh and 3-level Poisson ω − ψ (5) relations. Aording
to [17℄ whih has the greater entropy (between dipoles
and bars) depends on seemingly arbitrary hoies.
The fat that both unidiretional ows and dipole may
be equilibria an be understood from the small energy
limit of (6). Let us all {ei}i≥1 the orthonormal family of
eigenfuntions of the Laplaian −∆ei = λiei, 〈eiej〉D =
δij (< . >D≡
∫
D
dx and λi are arranged in inreasing
order). We deompose the vortiity as ω =
∑
i≥1 ωiei.
The energy is then 2E(ω) = ∑i≥1 λ−1i ω2i . Sine E(ω) is
always positive
〈
ω2
〉
D
is small in the limit E → 0, and
only the quadrati part of S [ω] is relevant. Long but
straightforward omputation of (6) in the limit E → 0
gives
ω ∼
E→0
(2λ1E)
1/2
e1 with S(E) = −λ1E +O
`
a4λ
2
1E
2
´
. (7)
We thus onlude that the eigenmode with the small-
est eigenvalue is seleted, orresponding to the heuris-
ti idea that energy ondensate to the largest sale.
3For instane when the aspet ratio δ > 1, the mode
e1 = n1 sin [(x+ φ1)/δ] is seleted. This orresponds to
a unidiretional veloity eld v1 = n1 cos [(x+ φ1)/δ] ey
where φ1 is a phase assoiated to the translational in-
variane. A dipole is atually a mixed state αe1 + βe2
with e2 = n2 sin(y+φ2). In the weak energy limit, it an
be seleted only for the degenerate ase λ1 = λ2. This
happens for the square box δ = 1. In suh a ase we
an prove that the degeneray is removed by the ontri-
bution of higher order terms in (7). From (7), we on-
lude that the domain shape (e1) selets the equilibria
for λ2 − λ1 ≫ a4λ21E whereas for λ2 − λ1 ≪ a4λ21E the
degeneray is removed by the nonlinearity of f (a4). In
order to study the bifuration between these two behav-
iors, we dene g by λ2 − λ1 = gE and we study the
small energy limit E → 0, with xed g. Straightforward
omputations lead to
S(E) = −λ1E + E2 max
0≤X≤1
h(X), (8)
with h(X) =
〈
e41
〉
D
a4λ
2
1− gX+2γλ21a4X(1−X), where
γ = 3
〈
e21e
2
2
〉
D
− 〈e41〉D > 0. The vortiity equilibria
is then ωeq ∼E→0
√
2λ1E(1−XM )e1 +
√
2Eλ1XMe2
where XM is the maximizer of h in (8). For XM = 0
or XM = 1, ωeq is an unidiretional ow whereas for
0 < XM < 1 it is a dipole (symmetri for XM = 1/2).
The seletion ours via maximization of h. When max-
imizing h, the sign of the parameter a4 plays a ruial
role. We note that a4 is intimately related to the shape
of the relationship ω = f(ψ) = (s′)
−1
(−βψ). Indeed
(s′)
−1
(−x) = x + a4x3 + o(x3) and when a4 > 0 (resp.
a4 < 0), the urve f(ψ) bends upward (resp. downward)
for positive ψ similarly to sinh (resp. tanh).
The bifuration diagram is summarized in Fig. 2 a).
In the degenerate ase (g = 0), the dipole is seleted
for a4 > 0 (sinh like), whereas unidiretional ows are
seleted for a4 < 0 (tanh like). The term −gX favors
the pure state e1 (X = 0). For a4 < 0 the unidiretional
ow e1 is always seleted. More interestingly, for a4 > 0
a bifuration ours along the ritial line g⋆ = 2γλ21a4
between dipole and unidiretional ows.
We have obtained the bifuration diagram in the limit
of small energy using the saling λ2 − λ1 = gE. From a
pratial point of view, it is more onvenient to work for
a xed aspet ratio δ. Using the relation g = (λ2−λ1)/E,
we obtain that the ritial line in a E−a4 plane is the hy-
perbola a4E = 8pi
2 (δ − 1) /3+o(δ−1). We use a ontinu-
ation algorithm in order to numerially ompute solution
to (6) orresponding to fa4(x) = (1/3− 2a4) tanhx +
(2/3 + 2a4) sinhx. The inset of Fig 2 b) shows good
agreement for transition lines obtained either with the
ontinuation algorithm or the low-energy limit theoreti-
al result, for δ = 1.01. Figure 2 b) shows the bifuration
diagram for δ = 1.1; in suh a ase the transition line is
still very lose to an hyperbola provided energy is small.
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Figure 2: Bifuration diagrams for steady Euler ows a) in
the g-a4 plane b) obtained numerially in an E − a4 plane
with δ = 1.1. The inset illustrates good agreement between
numerial and theoretial results in the low energy limit.
Following the same reasoning, small-energy bifura-
tion diagrams ould be omputed for any Euler-like
model like QG or SW models. Most often, the do-
main shape selets the ow topology. When domain
shape is varied, we meet eigenvalues degeneray. In
all these ases a bifuration diagram an be omputed
where the transition line orresponds to the ompetition
between the ω−ψ (5) nonlinearity and the domain shape.
We expet to observe both dipoles and unidiretional
ows in SNS. Numerial simulations in a square domain
δ = 1 exhibit statistially stationary ω with a dipole
struture (Fig. 3 a)), whereas for δ ≥ 1.1, nearly uni-
diretional ows are observed (Fig. 3 b)). This result
has been onrmed both for α = 0 and α 6= 0, and for
dierent ν values and foring spetra. One observes in
Fig. 3 a ω − ψ relation qualitatively similar to a sinh, in
the dipole ase and to a tanh in the unidiretional ase.
This onrms that ω remains lose to steady Euler ows.
Figure 3: ω − ψ satter-plots (yan). In blak the same after
time averaging (averaging windows 1 ≪ τ ≪ 1/ν, the drift
due to translational invariane has been removed) a) dipole
ase with δ = 1.03 b) unidiretional ase δ = 1.10.
A very natural order parameter is |z1|, where z1 =
1
(2π)2
〈ω(x, y) exp(iy)〉D. Indeed, for unidiretional ow
ω = αe1, z1 = 0, whereas for a dipole ω = α (e1 + e2),
|z1| = α. Fig. 1 shows |z1| time series for δ = 1.02 and
δ = 1.04. The remarkable observation is the bimodal be-
havior in this transition range. The swithes from |z1|
values lose to zero to values of order of 0.6 orrespond
4to genuine transitions between unidiretional and dipole
ows. The PDF of the omplex variable z1 (Fig. 1) ex-
hibits a irle orresponding to the dipole state (a slow
dipole random translation orresponds into to a phase
drift for z1, explaining the irular symetry). The zonal
state orresponds to the entral peak. As δ inreases,
one observes less ourrenes of the dipole. For larger
(resp. smaller) values of δ only unidiretional (dipole)
ows exist. The transition is also visible in other physial
variables. For instane Ω4 =
〈|ω|4〉
D
swithes between a
state with weak variane and low mean value (unidire-
tional) to an intermittent state with large variane and
larger mean value (dipole). Topology hanges are very
slow dynamial proesses : for the model (4), an aver-
age transition time is of order 1/ν. For instane Fig. 1
represents 3.104 turnover times. For this reason, beause
of numerial limitations it has not been yet possible to
obtain onvining analysis of the swith time statistis.
In the spirit of [7℄ we look for low-dimensional analo-
gies. When looking how evolves the PDF for the order
parameter, while hanging the ontrol parameter, the
dipole-unidiretional transition has striking similarities
with the stohasti dierential equation
dx = x(µ+ x2 − x4)dt+ σdW. (9)
The deterministi part of (9) is the normal form for a
generalized subritial pithfork bifuration. For µ <
−1/4, one has a single stable xed point x⋆ = 0. For
µ > 0 there are three xed point, one unstable x0 = 0 and
two stable x1,2 = ±(1+(1+4µ)1/2)1/2. For µ ∈]−1/4, 0[,
three stable xed points oexist (x0 and x1,2) and two
unstable ones x3,4 = ±(1−(1+4µ)1/2)1/2. With additive
noise (σ 6= 0), when µ < −1/4, the |x| PDF has a single
peak entered at x = 0. In the interval orresponding
to µ ∈] − 1/4, 0[, an additional peak appears related to
|x1,2|. Finally, there is a transition for µ larger than 0
and only one peak orresponding to |x1| remains.
However, we stress that a low-dimensional model like
(9), as useful as it may be, laks part of the phenomena.
For instane, it an not explain why Ω4 is intermittent
while |z1| is not. Moreover, the role of turbulene here is
not only to at as noise, but also to build up the large-
sale ow by inverse asade. The inverse asade proper-
ties are strongly aeted by the existing large-sale ow,
leading to the observed self-organization proess. From
a theoretial point of view, the main issue, beyond the
sope of this letter, is to explain whih of the Euler steady
states will be seleted by turbulene and to predit the
relative frequeny of suh states. We thus need an alter-
native theoretial approah bridging the gap between the
two lassial theories : self-similar inverse energy asade
on one hand and RSM equilibrium statistial mehanis
on the other hand.
In this letter, we have not addressed the other ru-
ial issue : utuations. Some very interesting results
and onsiderations on small-sale utuations for turbu-
lene dominated by large-sale ows may be found in
[11, 18, 19℄. In forthoming works, the statistial prop-
erties of these random hange of ow topologies and of
utuations will be investigated. Finally, it will also be
extremely interesting to analyze the onnexions with sim-
ilar transitions observed in other ontexts [1, 3, 4, 6℄.
We infer similar random ow topology hanges for
other geometry for 2D SNS, QG and SW models. Us-
ing simple generalization of our analysis, rotating tanks
experiments an be designed in order to observe similar
phenomena. This study also suggests that ows like the
Kuroshio urrents [6℄ or the Gulf Stream might be lose
to steady solutions of inertial models.
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